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CLUB ITEMS FOR SALE:
HOLDEN BUSINESS Back Issues.

No. 1-3
No. 4-Date.

Holden 1948-1962 Book
Stickers
(With Club Logo)
Tax Disc Holder
Key Fob
..
Cloth Badge
..
Tie (Blue)
..
T Shirts(S/MIL/XL)
.e

50p the Three
50~ Each.
£8
..
50p ..
50p ..
50p
£7
£8
.o
£6.50 ..Post £1

All cheques in sterling payable to Holden UK Register.
Small items will be sent post free with next copy of the magazine, otherwise please
add postage.

Hi All.
A very happy new year
to you all.
Well it is certainly
good. news for all of
you in the UK who
have cars over 25 years
old, no more road tax
licence. I hope that
sometime in the future
this does not lead to
some restriction in their
use. The powers that
be say not, but can
these faceless figures
be trusted?
I have had a couple of
phone calls recently
from Holden engine
owners with queries.
One of the engines is in
a Camper van built and
sold in this country and
the other in a Bedford
Camper van driven
overland
from
Australia. I passed on
some information and
contacts, and also
suggested they try a
Bedford
commercial
spares depot, as they

put the Holden engine
into
Bedford
ambulances a while ago
I believe. If anyone has
any information on
these, the build dates,
number used etc. I
would appreciate it.
Also have any of you
actually
purchased
engine parts from any
ofthese spares places?
I have recently have
been approached by
John Torrance from
Tyco
Toys,
the
Matchbox people, to
provide details and
pictures of the 48 and
FJ models with a view
to them producing a
model,
very
a
interesting prospect. If
approved
by
the
company
it
will
probably be about a
year before we see any
results,
I will keep you posted.
Regards

•
Chairman
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All Club Secretaries.

From:

Association of Classic Car Clubs
Head OtTlce
The Chairman, Association of Classic Car Clubs.

Date:

29th November 1995.

Subject:

The Budget and Amended LicensinE Arrangements.

Octagon House,Station Road,
Swavesey,Cambs, CB4 S~Z.
Te1:0954 31172 Fax: 0954 32106

Good news from The C~~ancelior. Road Tax (VED)abolished on 25 year old classic vehicles
registerer~ as PLG (pri~~ate light goods). Once a vehicle has passed 25 years old no VED is
payable.

The Association's AGM normally held at the November N.E.C. classic Car Show was
postponed pending the Budget. As the Budget news is good, we do not need an emergency
meeting and I propose that the next Association AGM is held at the N.E.C. during the Spring
Bank Holiday Classic Car Show run by Haymarket Exhibitions.
Your comments on the amended licensing scheme are invited and if you have any suggestions
for topics to be discussed at the next Association AGM please write' 'phone or fax.
Yours faithfully

Roche Bentley
Chairman.

I have pi~otocopied the letter faxed through to me from tl~e DVLA as the Chancellor was
concluding his speech, a copy is enclosed for you,
In addition, I spoke this morning with Bob Oliver, Head of Licensing at the DVLA and
expressed our gratitude for the courtesy he has extended to the classic car movement
throughout the period of consultation. We discussed the budget speech and lie confirmed
that continuous Licensing is dead. Instead the DVLA are implementing a simpler scheme
known as SORN (Statutory Off Road Notification).
This is based on the existing system with a minor change. When a VED duty reminder is
sent to the keeper, he/she either pays the duty in the normal way or completes a declaration
stating that the vehicle is not to be used on the road. Penalties for false declarations will
be applied. If the keeper fails to reply, either to pay the VED or to make a declaration of
non use, a penalty is applied. It is therefore important for keepers of vehicles to either pay
the duty or make the non use declaration. Vehicles ,discovered on the road with no VED
paid will now be clamped under a new pilot clamping scheme,
For c]assic car and motorcycle owners the announcement is good news. We do not have to
suffer continuous licensing with a minimal or nil rates for VED for off road use. or storage,
our vehicles over 25 years are exempt and the 25 year exemption rolls over so that as the
vehicles become over 25 years old they qualify.
The more cynical amongst us might fear that plans are in hand to prohibit older cars from
motorways or everyday use and I put this to Bob Oliver. He stressed that taxation is
absolutely nothing to do with types of road usage and I don't believe that there is any
government hidden agenda. Also, I do not believe that either now or in the foreseeable
future owners of classic vehicles will be banned from using any roads or that we will have
restrictions imposed on us.

•

•

•
•~•

Practical Classics is Britain's bestselling classic car magazine.
Every month it's packed with vital
information.
Full and part-rebuilds, restoration
techniques, parts and services, buying
guides, home rebuilds, car discoveries and hundreds of affordable classic cars
for sale!
Published on the second Friday of
every month, Practical Classics is
available from your newsagents, or take

out a subscription and we'll arrange for a
year°s supply to be posted to you -direct
and fresh from the printers.
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Practical Classics Subscriptions,
PO Box 500, Leicester LE99 OAA.
Credit card orders 0858 410888.
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LEFT I~[AND DRIV

~v~ GoT ~H~
Here are some of the many NASCO Aacessorics tfizt complete your motoring
p(zasures and at the Barrie Line add to the value of your car.
~~

~~ GMH AIR CHIEF
CAQ RADtO

~

~~~
YEliETIAN 8LIM0

Wherever you drive,
the trip is made
pleasanter by the won~~
derful com Pin Y of Air
Chief car Radio. Models to suit all an and trucks.
Special sets t~itored for current General Motors cars
Air Chie( radioz ire priced tram u
and uti{ivies.
low zs L37/Sf3 including tlx.
/y

~

Keeps your car tool
~c►d shaded ind shields
~-~-~
rear sr~t passengers t om the direct nys of the sun.
~ d};nd also enhalces the appe~cance of y~ou~
ou czr.
Specizlly madt to suit Holden irtd Este rrtod~l General
From !3/t3/6
~ ~
Motors ears.

N ASCO

SUMPERETTES for
HOLDE~'1 antf

SEAT COYERS
C

Glzmou~ised seat coven ~o~
Holden and Vauxhall "E"
models love feather
doth
panels along the front and
back at each seat. P~ic~s:
glamourised from 015/1 7/6,
from
standard
L14/0/0/
(stdins) and E8/7/6 (util~ti~s).

. yAUXHAII"E" UTILITIES
Ru~edly constructed for mzximum protectron
against rear-end bumps.. EuitY fitted within lull an
~~, No hoJe~ to be dri~~ed• Supp{ltd with att~china
~~~ ~r Holden L18/0~0; for Ywxhitl "E" E14/2~6

/%

~

.~~

CIGARETTE LIGHTER

~

SCREENCLEAN
At the p us of i button on
your dash, Sc~eenclean sprays
two jets of wace~ across the
the
windscreen, enabling
wiper blades to wash ~wiY
insects. thick dust, dire and
fine scum wt:ich collects on
the thss. [6~O~U.

~—

~

One of the most desirable
devicts for co~venient~ and
An automatic, eltctric
safety.
q'Pt~ t~►~s ucessory eliminitrs the
dander of blindinr _stare c~dsed by
~~~~~~t mu~e~ while drivi~►~.
From 30f
r.
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1llITI•GUIRE MASK

~
.'~.• .
~:.,=;~~~.
~' ~~ •

Stops the dinaerous diule
from headlights of following
vehicles. Plastic mask clips on
to interior rear view mirror.
When he~dl~8hts tom behin d shy'ne
an mirror, just flick the mask down
and dull the beams. Tn~y're visible
but not annoying.
'~~6

DASH RACK

citarettcs,
Kelps
cosmetics , s u n
jo~te: etc. wichi~
easy teach of driver vri~hout taking eyes off road.
Made of plastic, it fits simply on the dash by means of
6Jrubber suction mountin6 cups.
~~

~

ALL PRICES SHOWN SUBJECT TO SALES TAX --, EXCEPT AIR CHIEF

Available from al! NASC4 .Distributors and GMN Dealers
~J

/~~\

NA`CIONAL AUTOMOTIVE

SERY.tCE
~~~

'6

.0 OM PAN~Y

Mercn

195.1
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TO A 'T'
RByDO
Paul Vellacott

~ [riternational railway circles, Australia is
:he laughing stock of the World with our
'gauge' changes at the State borders.
I~owever, in road terms, the whole world is
an a similar muddle over which side of the
road to drive on and which side of the vehicle
to put tt~e steering wheel.
Today there are seventy three countries
where the rule of the road is `Keep to the
Left'. They include the U.K., Japan, India,
Indonesia, Australia and New Zealand and all
together .1c:count for about 1895 of the
~'Vorld's car population.
The L.S.A., Canada, Europe, Russia and
China are among the 138 countries where
it's 'Keep to tt~e Right'. But it has not always
been like this: since 1913 there gave been
fifty eight changes, forty five from Left to
Right anal thirteen from Right to left. The
notable changes have been Argentina, 1945
(L-R); China, 1946 (L-R); and Sweden 167,
(L-R1.
It's considered too late to standardise now,
but what must the additional cost be of
building both LFID and RHD versions of so
many models>
HO~V IT ALI, STARTED
The whole muddled question of which side
of the road we drive on and therefore which
side of the car the steering wheel is mounted,
goes back to pre-vehicular days, when
walking was the only means of land movement. Much of what appears below regarding
the `rule of the road' comes from a scholarly
work by that name, written by an Australian,
Peter Kincaid (Creemvood Press Ne~v York
1986). At the time Kincaid was a Senior Lecturer in Law at Macquarie University.
Kincaid E~ypothesises that the rule of the
road stemmed from the fact that 94°~ of
people are right-handed and right-footed
with about 7086 of these being right-eyed as
well. In most countries (Denmark being a
notable exception) this lead to the custom
walkers passing `right to right' ~~~hen meeting
head-on on a walking track. This permitted
one to either shake hands, punch, or sword
the approaching walker as the occasion
required.
Later, and for the same reason (right-sidedness), horses—and bicycles, for that
matter—were mounted from the left and
continued to pass 'right to right' to permit
the right-handed use of a sword by horsemen. r1ounting posts wore also commonh~
provided and of course, placed at the side of
the road on file left, or near-side, ~vhe~~
facing the direction of travel.

Entry end exit Irom some Model T Fords (IJke this
roadster !n 1909 was awkward from the Leff side,
with levers and the acetylene bottle tocatJon, but
with LHD If was much better fo unload passengers
and d~Iver fo fhe street, drlving on the right hand
s/de o/ the road.

Things became less settled when horsedra~vn vehicles became common. In France
and the United States, for example, heavy
wagons were controlled by a 'postilion' rider,
who rode a horse on the left of the team—
having mounted from the exposed left, or
near-side of the Morse.
To simplify passing, these wagoners preferred to pass oncoming wagons with tt~e
postilion-mounted drivers close to the centre
of the road to better judge the separation of
the passing vehicles. In France and America
these postilion-driven wagons set the pattern
for other road users and Keep-to-the-Right
became the rule of the road. A further suggestion 1 have read concerning France .vas
that Napoleon marched his infantry on the
right, so that stray pedestrians keeping to the
left would see the approaching troops and get
out of their way.
!n Britain, however, wagons—along with
light horse-drawn vehicles, tended to be
driven from the 'box seat'(hence the expression), rather than by a postilion rider. The
driver's box seat, regardless of country, .vas
always positioned on the right-hand side of
the vehicle so as to allow the driver to swing
the whip with the right hand. Again, to facilitate the judging of passing clearances
between vehicles, the practice was to have
the driver sitting towards the centre of the
road, and Fence the developrnent of the
Keep-to-the-Left rule in E3ritain.
Ttie practices of Britain, France and
America ~~~ere adopted by their respective
dominions and neighbours. In Japan, the
po~~~erful s~~~ord-~~~e~~ring Samurai's preference for passing 'right-to-right' set the
pattern (or Keen-to-khe-heft and these intlu-

This Ohfo car from USA shows RHD with rdght
hand drive controls, gear lever etc. These rJght
hand controls were carried over to today when
America went letthand drive In 1915.

ences determined, for the most part, national
rules of the road prior to the introduction of
the motorcar.
Italy, seems to have been the odd country
out, having two bob, or rather 200 lire each
way, with many towns and cities being `keep
left', while country traffic kept to the right!
This takes up up to 1885, when, for the
purposes of this discussion, Carl Benz, built
the first motor car. 1~Vhere the steering lever
is placed in the tricycle vehicle? In the
centre! F~o~~~ever, the many other builders of
early motorcars followed the horse vehicle
practice of placing the driver on the right of
the car and hence the steering wheel (or
lever/tiller) on the right. This practice
remained all but universal until Mr Henry
Ford introduced his I~1odel 'T', his eighth
Ford model, in X909.
While the `T' model Ford is the basis of
many jokes, the design and car itself was anything but a joke and if suitability for purpose
is taken as a measure of design merit, it
remains one of the best car designs of al(
time. Henry Ford vas anything but a 'follo~ver' anei the `T' design contained many
unorthodox feahrres and cle:~er design solutions aid the adoption of LHL' by Ford is in
keeping with this unorthodoxy.
The 1909 sales pamphlet for the new `T'
model made much of the advantaged c,f being
LHI), stressing better driver vision of oncomin~ tr~~ffic ~n~1 passenger access to the kerb.
ll'ith Fore1 producing tens of thousands cif
cars E~~~er~~ month, Americans „~~re quickly
exnusccl tc~ L}Il), anti found chit they IikeJ

:-------
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Ford sets the pattern for Lela hand Drive /n America in fhis 1909 advertisement. As traffic was using
the rlghf hand side of the roadway, Ford claimed with LND the driver !s then nearest the veh/cle he
!s passing, running !n an opposite dJrection. When on the right he cannot see that well, and to guess
!s dangerous! W1th the control on fhe left the driver and fhe front seat passenger can step onto the
clean curb where as with RH control they would walk around !n the mud to the curb. RememberJng
too a !oi of cars had spare wheels and control levers outside on the drivers side making exJt and
entry not possible.

driving from the centre of the road. LH[) was
then adopted by tfie m~}arily of other American car manufacturers.
With peace restoreei to Europe after the
First ~rurld ~~~ar a number of Europe's car
makers catering for the cheaper mass
markets also adopted L!{U. l~or example,
Citroen used Lf li) from the start with the
introduction of its first model in 1919,
Peugeot progressi~~ely adopted LtiD from
1923 and Fiat ~~~ith the introduction of the
'Balilla~ IIl 132.
The more expensive and prestigious European makes retained Rlil) even for their
home drive-on-right ~7~arkets, right through
the thirties anti forties, and some, notably
lancia, until tl~e mid fifties. This of course
explains ~vhy, in addition to l.ancias, vintage
ana classic models of Oelage, Delahaye, tsotta
Fraschini, f ~isparw Suisa, Alfa Romeo, Maseratti and f3ugatti are {~reciominantly IZF{t).
Tile question is often asked '\'Vhy did these
European manufacturers stick ~~~ith RHD for
their predominantly LtIU home-markets, in
the case of f.ancia, until tt~e mid fifties'?
I believe that two factors played a major
role in the retention of I~HD. Firstly, some
ltalian drivers saw a number of practical
advantages in Kf iD, a Italian friend saying 'A
great majority of the►1i (Lancias) were sold in
the Northern part of the countr}~, which in
wintertime can be very foggy, and in fob
seating on the right side of the car ma~1e a
driver's life much easier, in a time ~~~hen
milestones were the only markings on the
road.'
Secondly, the Lancia factory sa~r the ~~~ellto-do middle class as the natural market for
their cars. Such buyers are notoriously status
conscious and tale old association of Ill iD
with upper crust class of 'motor' would have
provided a sim~~le cost-free `touch of class'
and a ~~~ay of distinguishing even the smaller

cheaper Lancia models, such as the Augusta,
Aprilia and Ardea, from the ubiquitous Fiats.
Italy was not the only Keel to the flight
country ~~~here some drivers liked to drive
from tl~e kerb-side of their car. [n 1957 ara
organisation vas formed in Switzerland to
push for the introduction of, or more correctl~~, the popularisation of RfiD cars, as it
was not and is not illeg~~l to o~vn or drive a
RHU vehicle in either countr~~. Another
Italian anomaly is that trucks over seven
tonnes are required to he Right band Drive,
the logic being that Frith the driver close to
the kerb side of the truck, it is easier to keep
close to the edge, leaving more room for
otfler traffic in the centre of the road. All very
logical, when you think about it.

Australia remains one of the very few
~c~unh-ies in the ~~~orld ~rhere the positioning
of tt~e steering wheel is for all intents and
p~~r~~oses set by regulation. Tl~e Northern
Territory anti the ACT have provision for the
registration of Lt1D new cars, all other States
currently Dave some provision under their
`Club Permit' schemes for the restricted use
of I,HD vehicles.

RESTORED CARS, No 112

11 major cities in ancient times,
particularly Rome, had traffic problems to solve. Caesar himself tried in
vain to put things in order.
But in the countryside, the first "roads"
were not wide enough to accommodate
more than one team of horses or oxen —
or acarriage— at a tinne. The problem of
two teams passing was settled by "influence" and the weaker party was forced
to pull off to the side. Horsemen were in
the habit, however, of pulling over to the
left in order to be able to use their swords
in case of an unfriendly encounter.
The roads became wider over the ages
to facilitate commercial traffic and the
development of more efficient harnesses
and carriages enabled increased traction
and speed. Heavy wagons also dev~
loped the habit of using the left side of
the road.` When pilgrimages became
popular, Pope Donifacio VII declared in

ON THE LEFT

1300 that all persons must comply with

this rule. Thus the corteges of pilgrims —
precourses to mass tourism— obeyed the
Pope by walking on the left.
Aristocracy to the Left
'Traffic grew more dense —and more
rapid. In order to move about with more
ease, the aristocracy reserved the privitege of tray ellir~g on the left, obliging
carts and those on foot to keep to the
right. When the French Revolution
broke out and all old privileges were
abolished, Robespierre proclaimed equality for all; every citizen would henceforth use the right side of the road.
Napoleon subsequently enforced this
obligation so as to facilitate the movements of his armies with their artillery.
Napoleon's armies won their battles by
marching as well as fighting, concentrating on areas where they were the least
expected. They crossed Europe at the
rate of about 50 kilometres a day,
accompanied by interminable convoys
of provisions and arms. Strategic roads
were enlarged and new Itineraries were
mapped out.
The countries conquered by the French
were forced to comply with the new
traffic rules, after years of faithful
adherence to the traditions of Doniface
VII. Belgium was the first country to
change its "traffic code", followed by
Holland, the German states and Italy.
Spain and Poland soon adopted the
Napoleonic rules as well.
On the other hand, countries hostile to
the Revolution and to the Empire con-.
tinued to travel on the left: Great Britain,
Austria-Hungary, Russia, Sweden and
Portugal. Even in the New World, the
young United States confirmed its break
with Great Britain by enforcing driving
on the right, in contrast to Canada which
was governed from London. Napoleon's
empire was defeated, but his traffic code
remained in force in Western Europe.

OR THE RIGHT
The expansion of the British Empire extended the practice of driving on the left
to India, Australia and the African
colonies. Egypt remained the only exception; the donkeys and camels were so
accustomed to keeping to the right while
their owners dozed that the status quo
was respected. Countries under the British
influence —such as China and Japan —
also adopted driving on the left.
At the end of the nineteenth century,
horse-drawn conveyances declined in
use as the bicycle gained in popularity.
With the development of the automobile,
all countries were forced to establish
coherent traffic rules. On which side of
tf~e road the traffic flowed was a fundamental problem and it was clear that
standardised rules throughout Europe
would favour interstate commerce and
travel.
One of the last measures imposed by
the Tsar Nicolas II was to enforce
driving on the right, ~ rule upheld by
Lenin subsequently. In 1920, Portugal
chose to follow its neighbors. The "leftists" included thereafter only the British
Empire and some of its former colonies,
Sweden and those countries of central
Europe which had, previous to 1918, been
a part of the Austrian empire.
When Hitler entered Austria in 1938,
all traffic was diverted to the right. The
same system was soon imposed on Czechoslovakia, Hungary and the central
European countries occupied by Hitler
in 1939.

And Finally...Sweden
It took Sweden two years of preparation
following its decision to change traffic to
the right in 1960. niit on the day the law
entered into effect, at five in the morning,
all traffic switched sides with hardly an
effort and drivers adapted io ne~v reflexes
more painlessly than expected.
Great Britain, along with Ireland,
among the last nations to cling to driving
on the left, even envisaged changing ovE:
to the right to be in line with the European
Community. However, financial considerations and long-standing traditions
led to the defeat of the proposal.
Canada and China had already abandoned the left, whereas Japan — in spite
of the American occupation — maintained its tradition. India, Pakistan and
South Africa also stilt drive on the left,
whereas in Western Africa most of the
former British colonies have changed
sides.
No Particular Advantages
Traffic specialists agree nearly unanimouslythat there is no particular advantage to driving on the left or the right
with regard to safety; the traffic records
of Sweden and the United States are comparable to those of Great Britain where
motorists keep to the left side of the road.
(Source: AIT Conference News, 17 June
1988, from Touring Secours TCB No 6,
25, 3, 87.) ~
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Princeton 8 Peninsula Hoiden

Just to show you that the Club is ~p to date, below are two references
to I~olden on tY~e Internet, if anyone has found any others let me know.

Princeton Holden &Peninsula Holden
Holden EH

http:!/µnvw.glasswings.com aultraderleh.html

~ce~,~easFao.

-

aax~~.e~~

r~

~'Velcome to Princeton Holdeo~ and PeT~ii~sula Holden, tl~e first Atistralia~~ car de~le►•sliips on tl~e
Net.
Yo~~ will find exce~~tio~~~i q~~ality sand value in New and Used c;~r sales, fleet s;~les, service &
sp~r-e darts.
We are proeid holders of~ General Motors ~-Iolden Franchise.

Holden EH
Princeton Holden.
Drive down to our new premises at 466 Chapel Road, Bankstown in Sydney's
South West and inspect the New Holden. We also have a range of quality family
and s►nall used vehicles and a full service anti spares depart~l~ent. Call us on +61 2

Over 250,000 FH ~-~oldens were b~lilt and plenty survive. The E~-~ is remarkably tough a»d still copes
easily with daily rise. Many lave been il~odified, with disc front brakes, four or five-speed gearboxes
end later-model engines the most coi»mon alterations. The values for original and modified vei~icles
are very similar, so the choice comes down to personal taste. `Iery food cars cost $5500-$6000,
average ones ~3500. Restorable cars are easy to find and shouldn't cost more than $]500. Until
recently, values of Prerj~ier versions were declining but recent increases su~~est the sluii~p may be
over.

EH Except Premier
EH Premier

790 1234
,,,,,~,,,~, r,....,,...,,a

-,:. ~~-<,~. Peninsula Holden.
Take a drive u~~ to Sydney s Nortf~ern Beac~~es and visit us at 2-10 Mooran~b~
~~'Y ~
Road, Dee Why. We are one of Sydney's ~1~ost successful I-holden dealerships. ~-~ave
a look at the new Baring, as well as our fanii~V and small used vehicles. Give us a
rind nn +~1 2 982 131 1

(1993) $4295 (2971(1999? $4320 (303)
(19931 $5490 (92~
(1994) $6360 (39~

Home
(c) Copyright April 1995 Trader M~~;azine Group
~~
~

.,.`,w:~
~

Princeton Proton.
Drive down to our new showroom at 438 Chapel Road, Bankstown and inspect
the new Proton -one of the world's best value 4 cylinder cars and a selection of
small Wised cars. Call us on +61 2 790 001 1

Car of the week
I Iave a lock at our great car of the week......

Help me find a car.
1-lave you been looking for a car, but just can't find what you want? Let t~s kno~~v and we
will keep a look o~~t for you.
~~`~~, Feedback
~::
'~' ~ T'le1~e ict pis ki~c~w what you think of this site.!~
...~
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visitors since October 6th.
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By motoring writer
STUART SCOTT

WOULD you like a new car
...with the Federal Government paying for a large slice
of it?
Pressure is mounting for Australia to loin the international
trend towards getting old,unsafe
polluting cars off the roads.
And the European solution —
:~•her2 gov~rnmen~s coatrfbuice
up to X5000 towards abrand-new
vehicle —would appeal to many
motorists.
France, Denmark, Spain,
Greece and Ireland are offering On the scrap heap ...owners are
cash bonuses to any owner of a
being paid to get rid of old cars
car 10 years old or more who
buys a new one and sends the argued that making more ears

oldie to the wreckers.
And in some cases the car makers are matching the government
handout.
Germany is considering the
idea,and pressure is mounting in
Britain.
In France the number of cars
sent to the wreckers doubled in
the scheme's first year.
In Britain,the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders has
created a storm by calling for a
~1250 government payout — it
calculates that this would mean
100,000 extra new cars bought
each year.
And the government would not
lose money because of the extra
tax coming in.
However the Green lobby has
Page 36
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would do more harm to the environment than keeping the old
ones on the road.
Australia looks a natural for
such a scheme because of the
vast number of cars made before
the latest advances in safety and
anti-pollution devices.
The average car is 10.2 years,
compared with 8.4 years in 1985.
In 1976, 21.8 percent of cars on
the road were a decade old or
more — by 1993 the number hack
jumped to 47.9 percent.
Instead of a cash handout
scheme, more subtle tax
breaks on newer cars are being
discussed.
Already, old-car owners are hit
every time they visit the petrol.
pump, with unleaded fuel 2~ a

The Sunday Mail

December 10, 199fi
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~k New 1Vlofor Cars Registered in
Australia in December, 1954

litre less than super grade.
But forcing motorists to get rid
of old cars could meet strong resistance, according to a national
survey by the Australian Automobile Association.
Executive director Lauchlan
McIntosh said:"The car is an integral part of the Australian lifestyleand motorists will not readily alter their car usage.
"The appropriate position is
not anti-Green, because motorists do have genuine environmental concerns.
"However neither should
motorists be simply told to `stop
using your cars, get rid of your
old car'.

Allard .. .. .. .. ..
1
Alvin .. .. .. .. .. ..
3
Armstrong Siddele~
..
10
Austin .. .. .. .. .. 966
Bentley .. .. .. .. ..
2
Bristol
.. .. <. ..
3
Chevrolet .. .. .. ..
127
Ctiryeler .. .. .. .. . 0
1
Citroen .. .. .. .. ..
18
nnir~tiler .. .. .. .. ..
10
Ue Sots .. .. .. .. ..
l09
I)ocf~e .. .. .. .. .. 2I 1
I)ucctti .. .. .. .. ..
2
T
i
Fiat .. .. .. .. .a ..
111
Ford .. .. .. .. .. e. 2355
Goliath ,. ,, .. .. ..
24
Hillmen .. .. .. .. .. 750
~lolden .. .. .. . e .. 393
F~udeon .. .. .. .. ..
~13
Ilumber .. .. .. .. ..
197
Inlernationel .. .. .. . e
1
Jaguar .. .. .. .. .0
83
Lancia
.. .. .. ..
2
MercedesBenz .. .. ..
12
M.G. .. .. .. .. .. .0
120
ar~O

"There are also economic reasons which make it difficult for

motorists to make changes,such
as updating to a more environ•
mentally-friendly car."
The A.AA, representing bodies
such as the RACQ,has proposed
a lower rate of sales tax on new
cars whicH were safer and less
polluting.
In the survey, comparatively
few people (9 percent) thought it
was important to reduce the average age of cars in Australia

••

••

• o

Morris .. .. .. .. ..
951
Nash .. .. .. .. ..
2
Oldsmobile .. .. .. ..
1
Packacd .. .. . o .. ..
22
Peugeot .e .. .. .~ ..
165
Plymouth .. .. .. ..
206
Pontiac ., .. .. .. ..
1~
Ytenault .. . o ., e. . 0
19~
Riley
.. .. .. . o ..
14
Itolis Royce .. .. .. . a
3
hover .. .. .. .. .. ..
35
Sinica .. .. .. .. . ~
5
SinAcr .. .. . e .. ..
2~
Skoda
Standard .. .. .. .. .o 1264
Studebaker .e .. .. ..
2
Sunbeetm Talbot .. .. . o
~
T~tr~plan .. .. .. . 0
2
Triumph .. .. .. o. . e
19
Yauzhall .. .. .. .. .0
769
Volkarragen .. .. .. . 0
321
Willya .. .. .. .. .. . ~
17
~'Volaete~ .. .. ., . ~ ~ 0
166
••

••

••

••

• •

• e

~O

TOTAL .. .. e . 12,852

flu.rtr~rlia~z 1Viotor 11'1l11111~1I

wonder if any of the Skoda models or either
of the Tatras sfi i I survive?

cars had some advantages over
new ones —they were seen as
cheaper to buy, run, repair and
insure; better built and stronger,
and easier to repair.
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Our thanks to Eddie Ford for this clipping (note the suspended FB)
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However 41 percent were
concerned about making new
cars affordable.
And 80 percent though older
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POPULAR MECHANICS

One pair of unused Armstrong
rear shock absorbers for 1959 - ?
Holden Sedan.
£20 the pair inclusive of postage.
Contact. Jim on 01243 865 981
7 Hechle Wood
Bognor Regis
F'021 3TL

Easier way to clamp radiator hose
A while ago, PM published a hint for
putting ring clamps on radiator hoses.
'hough the idea was perfectly valid, I
think my method is easier. Simply put the
clamp partly in a vise and squeeze the
ends together with a thin pliers. Then
slip-on an appropriate-size washer ovea-

the ends to hold them. After inserting the
hose, just remove the washer.
—Harold A, Miller, Ridley Park, Pa.
High-voltage wire

To ignition switch

CAR DEC0RATiVE &PROTECTIVE LABEL
This production is made of soft PVC, which is of one special characteristic

that will never fade away under the rain, wind, dust and scorching summer.
It will neither lost its feature o~ looking- tf~rou~l~ or het any damage after

Distributor

long time using. In addition, could keep its shinning ail the way.
It is full of softness, could completely attaching to any c~~rve surface, most
important, it adopts an excellent adhesive never damage the car polish
Switch

surface -could adhere lasting long, so that do not worry about the
detachment.

THIS ANTITHEFT DEVICE for cars is dowr~~

GA50LINE CANS and other vertical containers that
ore usually stashed in an automobile trunk won't tip
over and leak if you park them in a concrete block.
Use a 12-in,•size block for a gas can.—P. E. Fiechter

MAY 1970

right cruel. {t lets a thief start your engine by
crossing the ignition wires, but ti~en sluts it
off before he can get more than a few feet.
Since the engine starts normally, he isn't
likely to suspect that the car is bugged. He
simply assumes you have a bum power plant
and abandons the assault. First connect a
fuse holder between the coil and distributor,
as shown above. Then bypass the fuse holder
with a toggle switch hidden under tl~e dashboard. Use 18-gauge or heavier wire. With the
switch closed, the fuse is out of the circuit
and the engine runs normally. As you leave
the car, you just flip the switch open, cutting
in the fuse. A fuse of the right size v~~ill let the
engine run for about 10 seconds before blowing. Fora big V8 engine, a 1 1/
4-amp. slowblow works perfectly. Smaller engines will require lighter fusing. B. F. Samuels
FEBRUARY 1970

~4

INSTRUCTION=
I.When to use it, must clean of f
the oil spot, dust, and ashy which
on car body surface.
2. If the temperature below 15'C

the adhesive will low down, then
please use a dryer to heat the

back of the label to rise the
temperature, that it will be easy
to be attached.
3. Take out the back ~ tape, and
clearly exactly push it on to the
right position.

Pardon!
thanks once again to the 48 & FJ Holden Owners Club of NSW
for this item which accompanied a Hong Kong made door handle
scratch guard.
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PARTS AND SERVICES

APRIL 13/14 1996

■

at Bingley Hall, Stafford.
Autojumble, trade stands, cars far sale,

Australia

club displays, for an entry form call
O1?43 2?1444 0

CLA881C
~ C~AS81C
HO~EN `~ .'+~+dr se,v,ta aM a FORS
Yr/~~S

~?T,B~
A

I LE L

~ ~

UB

.

;.

- -,

cans may ~ecoi m
~ N ~~1~ ~S,+OW
G'S`M

~~

~ RUBBERS
*TRIM SUPPLIES
'HONE
~ BADGES
~ MOULDING
* MECHANICAL ~ PANELS ~o~ 252 9144
85 COMMERCIAL RD FORTITUDE VALLEY

P.O. BOX 41,TERANG,VIC. AUST.3264
~r MODEL CARS ~ TAUCKS ~' BUSES
~ TRACTORS ~ FlRE APPARATUS
~ AIRCRAFT/MILITARY
Australia's Largest Rengs of Parts.
Conversions and Decals
WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE
T~l~phone
(055 92 1582-

SEND Stamped Self addressed
Envelope for price list details.

~~ ~~~

DUNCLUG HIGH SCHO~I

.~. Barry's
10am - 3pm

P O.BOX 46
EPPING,
N.S.W. 2121 AUSTRALIA
PHONE: SYDNEY (02) 869 8969
1NT: 6 1 2 869 8969

at
THE GRANGE CENTRE
MIDHURST, WEST SUSSEX
• Admission £1, Stalls £12

'

0

~Automobilia

March 17, 1996

OBSOLETE MODELS &TOYS
Ih1PORTERS—EXPORTERS
VINTAGE CAR PARS

._ _ HouRs
MON•FRI e.30-5.30
Factory 8C Green St
THOMASTOWN, VIC 3085 SAT 9.00.4.00
SUN PHONE
PHONE (03)166.4233

HOLDEN TO«ANA
& ST/1TE5'MAN
SPECIALISTS ~~8~78
USED SPARE 1'.~(1TS

THE LIONS DEN

Sorry, no bric-a-brac

Tel. 01?30
816443/261844

Formerly DISCOUNT AUTO WRECKERS

DON'T MISS THE

BIG ON~!!tl

~~ertots~.~~
'~~I~'
1!~

Huge Cla~Sic Vehicle
Show ~ .~lutojumb~e:
iGs

EARLY G.M.H. PARTS•ACCESSORIES
AUTOMOBILIA FOR

~

~

Holders•8ulck-Chevrolet-Vauxhall-Cadillac Olctsamobi{ePontfac•Bedford-G.M.C, Tn~cka
GENUINE NASCO PARTS
9 Goodwin St., East Ipswich, ~Id. 4305.
Ph. OT Z81 T961 :un.-Fri.

~

•
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Great Cambridge Road (A10)Enfield, Middlesex, U.K.
•0ver 2,000 Vintage &Classic Cars, Commercial Vehicles,
Motorcycles &Steam Engines • 650 Autojumble stalls •90
Classic Car Clubs Arena Parades •Wall of Death •aid Tyme
Fairground•38,000 visitors in 1995

EDVVT,Whitewebbs Museum,Whitewebbs Road,F~nfield, Middx,UK.
Tel: 0181-3671898,Fax 0181-363 1904

SPARES
388-390 Gilbert Rd
Preston

Melbourne
Victoria 3072

Victoria 3046

Phone - 00 613 471 0733
Fax

16

Posts!address : P.O. Box 139
Glenroy

- 00 613 471 0753

VISA accepted
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HOLDEN UK REGISTER MEMBERSHIP LIST
''

~

MEMBERSHIP
NUMBER

~ 1

2

CLASSIC

3

~~:
lli

WEEKLY

MARKET LEADERS
for Uver a 9ecade

~

~ ~
~ •

5
11
16

Alexandra Palace Way, Wood Green, London N22 4AY
20
23
27

28
30
33
35
38
42

48

TRADE STANDS - DEALER ~ RESTORATION SITES -SMALL BUSD~F,SS AND AUTOJUMBLE SECTION HUNDREDS OF GLEANIING CLASSICS -SPECIAL FEATURES -CLUB STANDS - AUTOGLYM CONCOURS
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS etc, etc, ttc ,...

16 & 1? MARCH 1996
GREEIVWDOD'S EXHIBITIONS,PO Box 49, Aylesbrtry, Bucks. ~IP22 SFF.
Tel: 01296 631181/632040 Fax:01296 630394

52

53

55

59

,~ 8

A Top Quality London Event at the Magnificent and Unique Ale~alldra Palace
The Classic Venue for Classic Cars

NAME

ADDRESS

CAR

Allen Harris

1

~

10, Birch Rd, Rornford, Essex,
RM7 8EP
1959 FC S ecia~
Patrick Hemphill 6, Stour Gardens ,Great
Cornard, Sudbury Suffolko
1967 HR Stafion
C010 OJN
Sedan
Guy Hardy
Clun Felin, Wolf's Castle,
Haverfordwest, Dyfed,
SA62 5LR
1981 Commodore
Ken Garner
39, Roebuck Hd, Chessington,
Surre , KT9 1 JY
1986 Calais
Robin Tripp
5/45, Henry St, Greenslopes,
Brisbane, Australia
1959 F~ Wa on
Terry Schneider 88, Gardenvale Rd,
Gardenvale~ Victoria 3185,
Australia
Chris Camp
c% STO/3 Shell Centre,
London, SE1
Mk7 Bolwell S ecial
Chas Blake
33, Bishopdale, Wildridings,
1957 FE Sedan
Bracknell, Berks, RG12 4RY
1959 FC Sedan
John Kingston
1965 HD Sedan
38 Darling St, Enniskillen,
1974 Kingswood
Northern Ireland, BT74 7EW
Estate
C Manly
47, Twickenham Rd, Newton 1969 Brougham HG
Abbot, Devon, TQ12 4JF
1970 Kin swood HT
Rosemary Camp 8 Dalby Ave, Birstall, Leicester,
LE4 4FQ
Martin Gartner
Osteroder Str. 28, 37539 Bad
Grund/Harz, German
1956 FE Sedan
Colin Suchamore 16, Baker St, Orsett, Grays,
Essex, RM16 3LJ
1958 FC Sedan
Dennis Gardner 42 Noel St, Marayong, NSW
2148, Australia
1955 FJ Sedan
Richard Burn
Little Burlees Farm, Hebden
Bridge, West Yorkshire,
HX7 8PS
Neville Johnson 4 Salmon St, Whalley, Wigan, 1958 FC Station
Lancs, WN 1 3PY
Wa on
Graham Beasley Burrswood, 9 Northdown Way,
Cliftonville, Margate, Kent, CT9
3Q0
1954 FJ S ecia!
Les Wust
21 Jard St,
North Rockhampton,
QLD, Australia
Chris Dyson
38 Fencote Cres, Fagley,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD2
3PA
1981 Commodore
Ricky Daniels
20 Russell Place, Greenland
Dock, Surrey Docks,
SE1 1 PL
1962 Vauxhall Cresta

Let me know if any errors or omissions in the above information

